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Note: Getting your AIT-related news item or announcement published is easy and free: To submit
AIT news items to the e-Bulletin, e-mail them to pssu@ait.ac.th. Remember to include such
relevant details as complete contact information, who, what where, when and why, and to spell out
any abbreviations or acronyms. Deadline for Friday publication is 4 p.m. Thursday. All submis-
sions will be edited for content, style and suitable headline. ALL THE TEXT MUST BE SUBMIT-
TED IN WORD FORMAT.

News for this week:
-         Habitech Center to organize a seminar
-         Doctoral Comprehensive Examination
-         Studies on ICT4D

Habitech Center to organize a seminar
The Habitech Center from the School of Engineering and Technology, AIT together with its

implementing partners for "Post-Tsunami Rehabilitation Project in Baan Nam Khem, Phang-nga
district" are organizing a seminar on "From Disaster to The Environmental-Friendly Community -
Case Study from the Asia Pro Eco IIB (Post Tsunami) Project, at Baan Nam Khem” on 24 July 2008
at AIT Conference Center.

The project partners: SEQUA (Bonn, Germany), the Habitech Center of School of Engineer-
ing and Technology at AIT (Pathumthani, Thailand), the Pomeranian Chamber of Crafts (PCC –
Gdansk, Poland), and the Energy Efficiency Institute of Thailand (EEIT – Bangkok, Thailand) have
successfully completed the project implementation. This seminar aims to present and in turn multiply
the positive results of this project.

The seminar is divided in two sessions. The morning session is designed for Policy and Deci-
sion Makers whereas a general overview of the project and the applied pilot technologies will be
presented. The afternoon session is designed for entrepreneurs interested specifically in the applied
pilot technologies such as interlocking brick construction, Subterra Wastewater treatment plant and
the energy-saving technologies installed at the Mittraparb Pattana Community Center, in Baan Nam
Khem. This includes the solid waste management plan for this community.

Interested participants kindly confirm by email to <Raman.Awale@ait.ac.th> or
st105897@ait.ac.th before 15 July 2008.

Doctoral Comprehensive Examination
Ms. Abha Mishra (101651), a candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Agricul-

tural Systems and Engineering field of study, School of Environment, Resources and Development
(SERD) will have her comprehensive examination on Tuesday, 22 July 2008, 15:30 p.m. in A216
(AFE Building). Her dissertation’s title is Effect of Water Regimes and Planting Densities on Rice
(Oryza sativ L.) Growth under System of Rice Intensification (SRI) Management.

Those interested in this topic are invited to attend.

Studies on ICT4D
The United Nations Asian and Pacific Training Centre for Information and Communication

Technology for Development (UN-APCICT) is compiling a series of case studies on different aspects
of information and communications technology for development (ICT4D) from across the Asia-
Pacific region.



The UN-APCICT Case Studies Series on ICT4D aims to share the vast body of knowledge,
practical experiences and insights gained from ICT4D projects in the Asia-Pacific region. By making
the project experiences and findings more accessible, the series will be a useful reference to policy
makers who are planning or supporting ICT4D projects. New ICT4D projects can benefit from the
case studies, avoiding common pitfalls and using strategies that have been demonstrated as successful.
The case studies can also generate opportunities for networking, collaboration and implementation of
new solutions.

Each year, two issues of the UN-APCICT Case Study Series on ICT4D will be published (in
print and online). Each issue will focus on one or more ICT4D theme(s). For the inaugural issue, the
themes include:

Technological Convergence and the New Media
e-Governance
Gender

We are pleased to invite project managers, development practitioners, policy makers and
researchers to submit case studies on these themes. Case studies can be submitted online, or the
submission form can be downloaded, completed offline and emailed to me at christine@unapcict.org.
The deadline for submission of case studies is 31 August 2008.

All completed case studies will be featured on UN-APCICT’s online portal - the e-Collabora-
tive Hub (or e-Co Hub at http://www.unapcict.org/ecohub). Select case studies will be published in
UN-APCICT’s bi-annual publication as part of the UN-APCICT Case Studies Series on ICT4D. Each
issue will be available in print for worldwide circulation and online on UN-APCICT’s e-Co Hub for
free download.

For more information and to submit case studies, please visit http://www.unapcict.org/news/
call-for-case-studies-on-ict4d-1


